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Ellen Tierney
Chosen Queen
By BOB KOENIG
This year's St. Pat's Queen of
Love and Beauty was Ellen
Tierney.
a
freshman
in
Engineering Management. She
came to the "Big City" of Rolla
from her home in Sullivan, Mo.,
a small town made famous
during the Meramec Dam
controversy.
Ellen had to undergo two
selection processes before she
could be crowned queen. The
first hurdle was election as
RHA's candidate for queen, and
as each of the 12 houses usually
submits a candidate to the
general election this is quite an
accomplishment in itself. The
real competition began on
Thursday of St. Pat's weekend
at
a
get-acquainted
tea
designed so that the candidates
and the board could get to know
one another. Friday morning
found Ellen in a much more
formal setting as she and the
other candidates were interviewed by the board. At the
interviews (held in either
Centennial Hall or St. Pat's
Ballroom) Board Reps. were
seated three or four to a table
and the candidates moved from
table to table spending only a
small amount of time at each
table. After three or four hours
of interviews the candidates
were dismissed from the room

and the board held its ' elections.
Shortly after the vote Ellen
and the rest of the nominees
arrived at the Multi-Purpose
Building to practice for the
coronation. Ellen was greatly
surprised when, after all the
candidates had taken their
places, the Board began to
announce the runners-up as if it
were the actual event.
Ellen plays sOftball. runs
track and greatly enjoys the out
of doors. Lately, however, she's
been slowed down by a backbrace that she has been wearing
Since an automobile accident
earlier this year.
Ellen recently joined Kappa
Delta sorority and will move
into the K.D . house next year.
Ellen SdyS that she joined a
sorority in order to meet other
girls in Man's Country (Rolla)
and because of the influence of
her sister, who also belongs to a
sorority .
Ellen says she really enjoyed
presiding at the St. Pat's
festivities. One of the high
points of reign had to be when
she arrived at Alice and found
the wind blowing directly into
the stands, away from her and
St. Patrick . She would also lilee
to thank her Guards for the
quick work in preventing any of
the Knights from " kissing the
Queen" after their trip into
Alice.

Queen Ellen Tierney and St. Pat Brian Wagner reign over the knighting ceremony
Saturday afternoon.
( Photo by Caswell)
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Marchello Discusses Deans, Plans
By MARY FORD
Chancellor Marchello consented to an informative interview last Wednesday that
touched upon many varied
subjects. The interview took

SUB, STUCO Offices Stay in U Center
By MIKE DUNNERMANN
For the past few weeks their
has been a constant conflict
about changing the Office
locations of SUB, Student
CounCil, the Program Office,
and a so called Night Manager
of the University Center.
After many meetings with the
Chancellor, Mr. Zinc and the
Student CQuncil and SUB

preSidents, the only move that
will be made is that of the
Program Office. Mrs. Harvey,
the Program Director, will
have her office moved from the
Old Student Union to room 204
B, second floor of the Rolla
Building.
This is being done so that the
Night Manager, an employee of
Auxiliary Services can have an
office. Presently he is a parttime worker in the New Student

SUB's Program Director, Mrs. Berna Harvey, will keep
her office in the University Center. A successful appeal to
the Chancellor will maintain some space for full-time
student use in the University Center _
( Photo by Schaeffer)
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Union, but since most night
activities are held in the St.
Pats Ballroom they wished him
to have a better location, an
office and become a full time
employee. Some of his duties
would include promoting an
activity guide, setting up
professional
meetings
and
conferences.
The conflicts that have occurred were presented to
Chancellor Marchello in the
form of resolutions by Dale
McHenry and Sue Leach,
Student Council and SUB
In
preSidents
respectively.
these two resolutions it was
pOinted out that the work done
by Mrs. Harvey and SUB in thp
field
of
campus
social,
recreational,
and
cultural
programming has been going
very well. The money for the
campus activities comes from
the student activity fund and
should be administered by the
students. It was also pointed out
that the room · space available
for full time use by the students
in the University Center has
been steadily decreasing.
At the latest meeting Mr. Zink
commented
on
promoting
movies that will require an
admission fee. A point was
brought up about the Placement
Office being moved into Norwood Hall in the next five years.
As it stands Mrs. Harvey's
office will be in the Rolla
building before next semester.

place III the Chancellor's office
during his open hours, from 4: 00
to 5:00 p.m. According to the
Chancellor, he receives from
three to four visits per month
from interested students. In the
fifteen
minutes spent
interviewing
the
Chancellor,
much was learned about the
present, and the future at the
University of Missouri at Rolla.
Currently, there are three
major positions that must be
filled at UMR. They are the
positions of Provost, Dean of
Arts and Sciences and the Dean
of Engineering. There are over
100 applications for Provost,
approximately 150 for the Dean
of Arts and Sciences and 50 for
the Dean of Engineering. The
basic qualifications for the
positions are that the person
being considered has reached
the rank of professor in their
field and has administrative
experience. "Beyond that it
depends pretty much on the
individual, " explained Marchello. The decision on the
applicants will be made in the
middle of April.
Further
inquiries as to the individual
applicants were met with a
discouraging explanation from
Marchello, '"
can 't really
comment more on that because
we are in the middle o{ the final
part of the search, and these are
personnel
matters."
The
chancellor is basically the one
who makes the final decision.
UMR's future includes many
improvements
and
new
buildings. "We have a master
plan for the campus that involves building in the next 5 to
10 years, four buildings, the
first one is the Mineral
Engineering Building." Stated
Chancellor Marchello, "The
curators have asked the state
for ten million, four-hundred
thousand dollars for that

building. It's before the General
Assembly now in Jefferson
City. That's what we want this
year." UMR has also asked for
two million dollars for the boiler
plant, 780 thousand dollars to
renovate the old chemical
engineering building, and for
money to put a new roof and for
other repairs on the Rolla
building. Next year, they will
be asking for more funds for
the Engineering Management
Department and the auditorium
building. The fourth building
being considered is a new Arts
and Sciences building. Also
being planned, although there
hasn't been much developed on
this particular project, is a
combination building (Police
and Infirmary tOgether), on
14th and Bishop. Police and,
Registered Nurses will be in
attendance around the clock at
the facility. The advantages of
that particular site is that it is
approximately
equidistant
from the Quad, T.J. and
Fraternity Row . Another advantage is its immediate accessibility to the highway. All
these plans await funding.
Since HUD turned down
UMR's request for a loan for a
new dormitory, the solution to
the current housing shortage
will be the same as before,
renting out motel space. The
University is still trying to
borrow money from another
source and according to Marchello, "We're working on it,
and we are optimistic that we
might be able to move on with
some construction this summer."
The projected enrollment at
UMR next fall is approximately
5,800, and in 1981 the enrollment
is expected to reach 6,000. The
university is hiring more

( Cont. on pg. 3)
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ents Calendar Of Events Calendar Of Events Calendar
lendar Of Events Calendar Of Events Calendar Of Even'
THURSDAY

SUB

TONIGHT'S MOVIE

Sc;:ripts
Tonight, Dick and Anne Albin
will be performing in concert at
8: 00 p.m. in Centennial Hall.
This talented couple from
Kentucky will entertain you
with songs and ballads from the
early days of the Appalachian
and Ozark Mountains. Stop by
and sit in on their front porch
session. Admission is free.
On March 29, recording artist
and former UMR graduate J.N .
Fleeman will be performing in
a coffeehouse concert at 8: 00
p.m. in the St. Pat's Ballroom.
Fleeman, with the release of his
debut album " Departure," has
drawn critical notice as one of
the Mid-West's most promising
young song writers. Admission
is free.
Applications are available in
the Student Union Board office
for SUB officers and directors.
All interested students who
have served on one of the
various SUB committees are
eligible to apply. Interviews
and elections will be on March
27, for officers, and April 3, for
directors.
Applications
for
SUmmer Board Officers are
also available.

IFe All Stars vs.
Independents
B ball Game
March

27 7:30

Multi-purpose
Building

Based on a novel by James Vance. "Walkabout" details rites of passage
with a rare purity of vision. Two European children are abandoned in the
Australian outback by their deranged father: fortunately. they are
discovered by a young aborigine boy who helps them survive in the un·
spoiled. primitive world. As they near civilization. cultural differences in·
trude. Tonight at 7:30 in the M.E. Auditorium. $2 at the door.

WENESDAY

M-CLUB
M-Club will have a meeting Thursday. March 20 at 7:00 p.m . in room 121
ME. Refreshments will be served and all members and pledges are urged to
attend.

WESLEY
Wesley's nexl meeting will be al 6:00 p.m. on Wednesday. March 26 and
will feature a film entitled "The Secret of Loving" with Josh McDowell.

NODAY

ASTRONOMY CLUB
The Astronomy Club of SPS will have another meeting on Thursday. Nov.
20 at 7:30 p.m . in room 130 Physics. Films of the Apollo missions will be
shown. Refreshments will be served. And new members are always
welcome.

UMR SCHOLARSHIP CONSlDERATlON
To be eligible for scholarship consideration you must complete the UMH
financial aid application by April I, 1980 and have a cumulalive grade po.int
of above 3.00. This form may be received at the U MR ~'inancial Assislance
Office. 106 Parker Hall.

ATTENTION GRADUATING STUDENTS
ADS
The Association of Black Students is spol)soring a Car Wash. Saturday.
March 22. 1980 at Wal-Mart located Hwy. 63 South from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00
p .m. Donation $2.

TUESDAY
"FOUL PLAY"
Come and see the movie Foul Play. sponsored by Panhellenic. It will be at
the Ritz Theater on Tuesday. March 25. Times are 7:00 and 9: 10 p.m. Tickets
will be sold in advance on campus March 24 and 25 for 75 cents. Tickets at the
door will cosl $1.00.

Commencement announcements are now available in the Registrar's
Office for all graduating students. These announcements are provided by the
University at no cosl to studenls who will be graduating on May 18. 19t!O.

SUMMER SCHOOL FINANCIAL AID
To receive financial aid during the summer 1980 term you must complete
the Summer School Financial Aid Application and Ihe 1!IIIO-81 Family
Financial Statement. Both forms may be received al Ihe UMH Financial
Assistance Office. 106 Parker Hall.

SCRAMBLE LEAGUE
The UMR Golf Course will host 'a three man scramble league for UMR
students. The league will be held on Wednesday afternoons. starting March
26. with tee off times at 5:00 p.m . Entries will be limited to the first len '
teams. so gel your teams together and contact the UMR golf course by
March 23 (341-4217). There will be a $5.00 entry fee .

SEG
The Student Society of the Society of Exploration Geophysicists will have
their semi-monthly meeting on Tues. Mai. 25. 1980 at 7:30 in Room 206
Norwood Hall.

Introductory Special!

HotHarn
and Cheese
Sandwich
With Coupon

Expires March 26, 1980

1202 N. Bishop Rolla, MO
Hours: 6:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Open till 12 midnight Fri. & Sat.

.

AlCHE
There will be an AIChE meeting Wednesday. March 26 al 7:00 in G-6
Chemical Engineering Building. Mr. G.L. Gac from Reilly Tar & Chemical
Company will speak on "Coal Tar Chemislry". Refreshments and credil
available. Be there!

CHlEPSlLON

ayMIKEDUNNERMANN

~.-

LECTURE ON USSR
Or. Oavid Law will present a lecture on his recent Irip to Russia. It'will be
presenled on Wednesday. March 26th at 7:00 p .m . in G·:; of H-SS.

Chi Epsilon. the National Civil Engineering Honor Fraternity. will continue the Pledge Presentations on Thursday. March 2U at 7:00 in' room t t7
CEo All members and faculty are invited to atlend.

AtUMR

SSc

TAU BETA PI
There will be a plaque-signing party Tuesday. March 25 at Tech Engine al
7:00p.m.

AlCHE
There will be an AIChE meeting tonight at 7:00 in G·6 Chemical
Engineering Building. Mr. C.S. Rondestvedt from OuPont will speak on
"Patents and Industrial Chemical Research" . Refreshments and credit
available. Be there!

Bluegrass
Festival

.:- -

UMR TRAP .. SKEET CLUB MEETING
There will be a meeting of the UMR Trap & Skeet Club on Tuesday. March
251h al 6:30 p.m. in room 118 Civil Engineering. Plans will be made for the
Springfield Tournament. Everyone welcome.

The Student Union Board of
the University of Missouri Rolla
is sponsoring the UMR Folk
Arts and Bluegrass Festival on
Saturday. April 19th.
Art and craft dealers from all
parts.of Missouri are planning
to attend and show off their
goods. Also attending will be six
Bluegrass bands that were
hired by SUB to perform continuous music throughout the
day. There will be an open mike
period from 1:00 to 2:00 for
anyone who wishes to do
something special.
All activities will be held from
/0:00 a.m. and will continue
until 5: 00 just outside the
University Center. There is no
charge and everyone is invited
to take part in the fun.
Anyone wishing more information should contact Mrs.
Berna Harvey at 341-4220 at the
Program Office.

SUMMER JOBS
Three students are needed 10 assist in Ihe 1~80 summer pre-registration
and orientation program . The program will begin on June 3 and conlinue
through July I with an additional session on August I~. 1980. Interesled applicants should have at least junior status and be familiar with the campus

and community.
For further information contact Mr. Joe Ward in the Student Activities
Office (B ldg. 1'-26) by April IS. 198U.

EIT
Eac" year members of the UMR faculty vol unteer th eir services 10 review
the various areas covered on the Ell' Examination. Sessions will be held on
the UMR campus in the Aaron J. Miles ME Auditorium from 7· It) p.m . on the
following nights:
Tues" Mar. 25. 7-10 p.m" ME Aud" Electrical Circuit s & EE - Prof. Nau .
Thur.. Mar. 27. 7-10 p.m .. ME Aud .. Fluid Mechanics - Dr. Stevens.
Tues .. April I. 7-lOp.m" ME Aud .. Heat Power & ME - Or. Sauer.
Thur.. Mar. 3. 7-10 p.m" ME Aud .. Strength of Materials - Dr. Parry.
Tues .. Apr. IS. 7·lOp .m .. ME Aud .. Engineering Econ . - Prof. Bayless.
Wed .. Apr. 16. 7-10 p.m .. ME Aud .. Mathematics ·- Or. Scrivner.
Thur .. Apr. 17.7· 10 p.m .. ME Aud .. Statics and Oynamics - Or. Hornsey .
The EIT Examination will be given Saturday. Aprill~. 1~80 .
Separate questions may not be offered in physics and chemistry but Ihese
subj ects will be included in olher questions .
A list stating each applicant's name and room number will be posted the
week of the exam in the Civil Engineering Building. The list will be posled in
the hall across from Room III .
Copies of this schedule are available in CE III .

Starts Wed.
KRAMER
vs

KRAMER
KCLU NIGHT at the ROLLA D.I.
FREE! Dairy Queen Coupons
Six Flag Tickets! Movie Passes! $4 A Car

UMR Competes In Mining Contest

An unidentified
saying goodbye to this cruel world,
seconds before his unique encounter with" Alice".
( Photo by Schaeffer)
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ROLLA. Mo. - There's not an
Olympic gold medal or a world
championship at stake, but no
matter.
A group of University of
Missouri-Rolla
Miners
are
training to be the best hand
steelers, jackleg drillers. track
standers and hand muckers in
the country.
They will compete March 22
in the second Intercollegiate
Mining Contest in Tucson, Ariz.
And they are determined to
wrest the championship from
the University of Arizona. last
year's winner.
Translated . the contest are:
hand steeling - drilling into
concrete using a sledge hammer and a hand steel with
carbide bits: jackleg drillingdrilling with a pneumatic drill
supported by a compressed air
cylinder: track standing laying 15 feet of narrow gauge
railroad track: hand mucking
- shoveling ore by hand into a
one-ton car.
These are all traditional
mining contests that became
intercollegiate contests last
year when six teams (all from
the Western part of the United
States) competed in Idaho. This
year, more than 20 from all over
the country are expected to
participate.

For Fall 1980

History 60 Cancelled
By CHRIS NOONAN
In an experiment to improve
on the type of courses offered at
UMR. History 60 is being
removed from the curriculum
for the next two semesters. fall
'SO and spring 'SI.
This temporary change is an
experiment to find out if the
course can be removed per-

manently without any ' repercussions.
Why remove a course that
serves ten sections of students
almost every semester?
There have been complaints
from students and faculty that
History 60 is an attempt to
cover too much material in on'semester.

Missouri Miner
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Also , it has been discovered
by many students who transfer
to another university that there
are few colleges that will accept
History 60 credit hours.
To fulfill the graduation
requirement of 3 hours of
history, the alternatives to
History 60 include History 175,
176, 112 and Political Science 90 .
History 175 and 176 cover
effectively the same material
that History 60 covers, only in
more detail and at a slower
pace.
The relaxed pace is an advantage to both student and
instructor. An added advantage
to taking 175 to 176 as opposed to
60 is that in the event .of a
transfer both are accepted by
most universities.
So that the present History 60
instructors will have something
to do, they will be teaching
History 175 or 176. To accommodate for the increase in
the number of students in these
courses, the number of sections
of each will be increased.
There will not be an increase
in the number of hours of
history required to graduate.
If the experiment is successful in that both students and
faculty believe the course can
be done without, then a formal
request will be made to drop the
course.

UMR's team , six mining
'e ngineering students (five team
members and an alternate), is
sponsored by the UMR Society
of Mining Engineers, (SME) .
Team members are: Dan
Ganey , son of Mrs. Ganey, 2A
Cambridge Drive, Belleville,
Ill.: Brian Craig, son of Mr. and
Mrs.
Wallace Craig,
1315
Whitney Lane, Rolla: Steve
Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Alvah Jones. Bucyrus: Jimmy
Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Wilson, Galatia, Ill.:
Gary Shrewsberry, son ' of Mr.
and
Mrs.
Reynard
ShreWSberry,
Route
11 ,
Paducah, Ky ., and Steve Reel ,
1301A High Street. Rolla .
Troy Harris, supervisor of
UMR'sexperimeiltal mine, who
will accompany the team on the
trip, says they have trained
hard for the past several weeks.
"They practice at least two
half-days a week as a team ,
hpsiops
thpir
individual
workouts.
Everyone
has
worked at all events so each can

fill in any where he is needed,"
he explains.
At the intercollegiate contest,
points are given for each event
and the tea.m with the highest
point total wins the prize - a
traveling
trophy
and
the
privilege of hosting the contest
next year. And UMR's SOCiety
of Mining Engineers is looking
forward to doing just that.
But what if they don 't win?
Although none of their hardearned skills will be used by
them as modern-day mining
engineers, they say it has been
a lot of fun and would still be
worth all the work.
And, there's another consolation.
If they're not the best
nationally, they 're the undisputed champions between
the Mississippi River and the
Rocky Mountains.
UMR is the only place in this
area that teaches mining
engineering.

Chancellor Interview
The people that you have
referenced
to,
the
nonacademic
administrators
faculty. They are carefully received changes in assignstudying
how
to
utilize ments and promotions. The
scheduling of classes and faculty members that were
laboratores,
Marchello shown on the list are not inforecasted, "We may have to clusive, and strangely enough
schedule more evening classes several faculty members who
and possibly even Saturday got substantial raises were not
included on the list. So about aU
classes ."
controversy concerning the
I can say is that whoever did the
salary
increases
of
ad- survey intentionally or uninministrative staff compared to tentionally left out a lot of inthe faculty 's salary increases. formation ...
The process of deciding who
In a lot of univers:ties, there
gets how much money is has been an increilse in
detailed in the following ac- migration
of
Academic
counts given by the Chancellor:
professors from teaching to
Each administrator recom- industry jobs. The Chancellor
mends a certain salary increase stated that there was no
for the people working for him, problem here, that the turnover
then it comes up the line to the rate was normal. "We've lost a
Chancellor who puts it together few people, you always do."
and makes the final decision.
Stated the Chancellor, "In an
When asked for his reaction to a Engineering school even years
private survey on the various ago, there would be a three to
salaries given both Academic four percent turnover each
and Administrative personnel year, whether it's at Rolla or
the Chancellor commented, ' anywhere else, We're running
"The survey was incomplete, about the same, we've been
and it's amazing to me how the hiring quite a number. We've
choices were made for the lost a few, but I don 't believe it's
survey. I don't know who did it. been inordinate."

( Cont. from pg. 1)

BpUDO'S
Banquet Facilities Available
Dancing Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
9:30 to 1:00 341-2110
1435 Hauck Drive

Rolla

Ask at Ozark Mt . Sports

Spring Float Trips on ' the Big Piney River

CANOES

The Last Resort

It's beautiful & close

1-435-6669

Route I

Duke, Mo.
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letters to the Ed itor lette rs to the Editor letters to the Editor letters to the Editor lette
Dear Editor,
I am writing the MINER to
express my total shock at the
quote made by Mr. Dudley
Cress in last week's edition,
specirically the quote " I think
this university would suffer if I
left... ..
It is hard for me to believe
that Mr. Cress is UMR's
Director
of
University
Relations. In my opinion, I
would rather have Chancellor
Joseph (" You don't have to
understand it •. just accept it .. )
Marchello attempt to tell us the
truth. than have Cress force
feed 'us his BS. I would like to
recommend to the Chancellor
that we give Mr. Cress the boot
and that we watch for all the
suffering that will occur here as
the U collapses around us. (We
could even make in a CE lab
complete with data taking and
formal lab write-ups. )
Futhermore, I would like to
recommend a new profession
for Mr. Cress. It is quite apparent (rom the article 's quotl's
that he has an excellent

!~

background in BSlng. Maybe he
should go into politics <How
does Senator Cress sound?) or
possibly ,go to college and get a
Ph.D (as in Piled higher and
Deeper) in English so he can try
to out duel the best BSer in the
world, English majors.
Finally. I would like to tell
Mr. Cress that I don't think that
the University would collapse if
the best faculty member of any
department left. but that. in my
opinion. the benefit of the his
education on 30 or so. students
is a hell of alot more important
tha n he believes it to be. But I
do partially agree with Mr.
Cress that the University would
suffer if he left. I think that it
would be a terrible shame to
deprive a few students (about
5.(00) of his nea rly perfect
example of an administrator
who has very little respect and
concern for the average student
and their education.
Paul Schaeffer
Letter to the Editor :
My wish is for some in·

As a concerned individual responsibility for putting up
vestigative reporting of the
status and plans of the M.E . who has classes at this end of with an administration which
rudeness
with
building's new addition (the the building, I'm not only equates
double door installation) and getting tired of seeing 300 leadership. arid playing musical
not for a reprint of this letter in people try to cram a single door chairs with tough decision
the MINER. As best as I can (the present situation at a door making!
determine. no work has been located on the front of the
Sincerely.
done on this structure since building. during any morning
Samir B. Hanna
December 21st and I wish to class switch), but also worried
Professor
know why . Construction has about the safety threat, and· I 'd
continued at other sites in Rolla
like the hospital. but nothing
has seemed to go on in hopes of
completing this eye sore.
At best. the structure in its .
current state is an eye sore with
its uncompleted half bricked
walls and plastic and straw
flooring. However, on a more
serious side. the structure is an
Thursday, March 20, 1980
Occupational Hazard to both
MISSOURI MINER
students and teachers who have
classes in the corner of the M.E.
Page"
building that these doors haJ
served. I use the term had as
the doors are currently boarded
closed. These doors served as like to see the MINER give a
the fire escape for not only half report on what the hell is going To the Editor:
I have two comments to make
of the second floor. but half of on.
STUD. NO. 44844 concerning last week's article
the first floor as well. which
about Dudley Cress. First of all,
includes 'the large M.E . Sir.
I was very happy to hear that
auditorium.
Probably many will jump someone had a high opinion of
up and down denollncing Dudley Cress. Second of all;
Dudley Cress for his statements let's try it. Let's fire Dudley and
concerning the relative worth of see how badly the institution
administrators
versus
the survives. After all, this is an
Faculty. Mr. Cress is not to be institution of higher education
blamed for his statements; the
not higher bureaucracy.
F aculty
must
take
the
NO. 45698

HEWLETT-PACKARD

II

DIDN'T
FORGET.
We took the Series
E progra mm ables, th e HP-3 3E a nd HP- 38E,

:!!:. .:,',:.

.

a nd a dded co ntinuo us memorv to
create t he new HP-3 3C a nd .
HP- 38C. So now you ca n s tore
d ata a nd progra ms even if you
turn your calcul a tor off a nd o n.
.
Then we we nt one s te p
further.
':!:!

:.

:~

it

:::

THE ALL NEW HP-34C.

The new HP- 34C Adva nced
Co nti nuous Me morv Scien tific
Prog ra m mable o ffers you these:
program mi ng fea tures: up to 370
programmable keystrokes; la be l,
line a nd indirect b ra nching; 6
subrou tine levels; in d irect data
storage; insert/delete ed itin g; 4
n ags; 12 la bels; 2 use r definab le
keys: loop control and more!

TWO EXCITING NEW
FUNCTIONS!

New "Solve" key. The HP-34C
can search for and find th e roots
of an eq uat ion w ith keys troke
s imp licity. New "Integrate" key.
Makes finding the definite integra l
of a function pus h bu.tto n easy.
Any func ti on you can eva lua te on
the calcu lator by keystroke
solu tion, you ca n now integra te.

TOTAL DOCUMENTATION
. SUPPORT.

I

Comments

Ha nd book, a nd a free Sta ll d ard
Ap plica tio[I boo k co nta ining 10
use ful programs. Ap plicat io n
books a lso ava il able in Ma th,
Sta t. Survev ing a nd Stude nt
Enginee rin g.

UNFORGETTABLE VALUES
S
IN CONTI NUOU MEMORY

':
::

CALCULATORS.~:

T he H P-33C Progra mm ab le
Se ientifiC-$ 120; Tlhpe HP-38C
Ad vance d Fi na ncia rogramma ble-$ ISO; T he HP-34C
Adva nced Progra m mab le Scientifi c-$ ISO.
·
me in toda~'
nd put
one o f
theseCo
a mazing
new acalcul
a tors
to the test. Yo u'll find them to be

:~

::. :.
::
::
.:
:,..::,.:

::.••••.•.•..••...•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•

Once upon a time there lived a king named Midas. One oay,
after finding favor with mighty god Bacchus, Midas was
offered .any gift he desired. Unhesitatingly, Midas asked that
everything he should touch would be turned to gold. This wish
was granted.
Midas delighted in his golden touch, transforming
everything within his reach. Then he became hungry and
ordered a sumptous meal. He reached for a piece of fruit and,
to his astonishment, it too turned to gOld .
The king then realized that in his rashness he had grasped
for something that apparently brought immediate good, but
which. if continued, would hasten his death.
Seeing the drastic results that awaited him , Midas pleaded
with Bacchus to take back the 'gift' . In his great mercy, the
god Bacchus freed Midas from the blight of the Golden
Touch .
The people have asked the 20th century gods to provide a
risk-free working environment.
The "We Won't Place a Dollar Value on Life" Method
Mandate the . Occupational Safety and Health Administration to regulate ail hazards out of the workplace. The
result is that cost/benefit Is ignored.
For example:
It would cost Industry approximately $150 million a year to
comply with OSHA's benzene regulations. That money might
save one half of a hypothetical life. However, studies
estimate that for every $75 million worth of control equipment produced. one life would be lost In Industrial accidents.
Thus two lives are risked to save half a life.
The proposed OSHA standards for regulating carcinogens
In Industry would cost up to $88 bIllIon. Money spent on
compliance might reduce the national risk of cancer by about

1%.

'

So

I>

CI

And so the people continue to ask for more solutions
through regula tions. and the 20th century gods continue to
grant their wishes.

We will JIave our Hewlett-Packard representative on
campus March 27, 1980 to demonstrate the new HP~41C.

TI;!~rs~2g!t ~!~~E

(@nce lapon A mime

B acc hu~. where are you when we need you ?

Bacchus and Midas have faded into the mists of the past,
.but still the people yearn for the Golden Touch from the 20th
century gods .. .

i
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Source:
F or bes. F ebrUary JY, JY7Y.
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Campus Spotlight ...

Dr. Sparlin
One of the more interesting
personalities you can meet
around campus is that of Dr.
Don M. Sparlin, whose office is
located in room 118, Physics
Building.
Dr. Sparlin was raised in a
small Missouri town and, if one
pays close attention, one can
still detect traces of his origins.
He has a cagey, but fierce wit
which sometimes leaves the
listener with the sense of an
onrushing locomotive gone out
of control.

( Photo by Schaefer)

Celebrity Spotlight ...

Belushi On 'Belushi'
By MARY ASTADOURIAN
LOS ANGELES. CA (CPS)"Directors tend to stereotype
me." ,John Belushi complains
when asked when - and if he'll ever be in a straight
' dramatic role. "They think of
me as a crass, arrogant
asshole. "
On the other hand. the former
"Saturday Night' Live" star and
Blues Brothers singer didn't
hesitate slipping into his
favorite. well. crass comedic
style when he came to UCLA
recently to accept a comedy
award.
"Thanks kids," he told the
1.500 in the audience when
accepting the award. "I'm kind
of moved. But not a lot."
His acceptance speech was
brief. followed by some even
briefer answers to audience
questions. Would he ever return
to "Saturdav Night Live? "
Alter a moment of thought. he
answered "no".
The audience waited in vain
for Belushi to elaborate, and
then began to protest.
"All right. " Belushi finally
countered . " When hell freezes
over."
In an interview before his
appearance. though. Belushi
said there was no hostility
between the "Saturday Night"
company and himself.

"I love 'Saturday Night Live' in the food fight. He just Slanl:LI
and I 'm not bitter at all I'm not it. and ran out."
a monster. I still maintain
He protests that he's capable
contact with the cast.
of performing in graver roles.
"Sometimes it's time for "I did a lot of serious stuff years
things to end. " he said of his and years ago." Yet others
four-year affiliation with the .don 't seem to appreCiate how
"Just
show. "You feel you have to go serious comedy is.
because it's comedy doesn't
into other areas. new fields. "
mean it 's not serious. "
Comedy. whatever its form,
He 's currently working on his
does remain his favorite.
third movie. a film about The
"People are scared enough" by
Blues Brothers. his musical act.
the world 's -problems. and "it
He co-stars in ·it with another
seems to me that people should
"Saturday Night" refugee. Dan
be laughing a lot more. "
Ackroyd . Belushi won't say
For all his impatience with
what the movie, scheduled to be
that "crass and arrogant"
released June 20. is about. He
stereotype. however', Belushi
did hint that "it's a neat movie.
attributes his popularity to hard
There's everything but sex and
work and demonstrating talent
drugs. "
for "a lot of different types of
things.
instead
of
being
After the movie is over. he categorized into one role."
wants to go "to an intensive
Publicly. before the UCLA
he
returns
to
lounge zone" for rest and audience.
relaxation
cultivating his best known role.
the one that has lifted him from
"Maybe then I 'll do another the ranks of a late-night
film or a record. "
repertory company player. At
Whatever it is, it will one moment he told the
probably be another comedy . audience that he resents how
For John Belushi feels he is being a celebrity has robbed
frequently eliminated from him of chances to walk the
consideration
for dramatic streets and soak up atroles because of that "crass. mosphere.
The
answer
arrogant. and threatening punk suggested Belushi 's sensitivity.
image. "
But the next moment. a student
But that image is based on his asked if he had also been funny
most famou s role. in " Animal' as a child .
House. " "Bluto in 'Animal
"No. " Belushi repli ed without
House' wasn't like that (crass) . missing a beat. "It 's hard
He was a pretty nice guy. enough being pleasant. let alone
People think that he threw food funny ."

G&D STEAK HOUSE

Open 7 days

11 a.m.-9 p .m.

Forum Plaza

6 Oz. Ribeye

8 Oz. Chuck

8 Oz. Fillet

STEAK

STEAK

STEAK

2.50 2.20 3.07
Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas Toast.
Free Ice Cream.

Professionally,
he
has
engaged in narrowed fields of
investigation since attaining his
Ph.D. in 1964. He helps with the
graduate research program
and encourages development of
intricate thought processes
used in solving engineeringscience related problems. Also
he is engrossed in the general
undergraduate
honors
program, which is confined to
stUdents maintaining a 3.5 or
higher cumulative GPA, who

10ccupy a central portion of his
thoughts. In conjunction with
this, he presides as an Arts and
Sciences Honors Committee
chairman .
But he is also aware of the old
adage, "All work and no play
makes Don a dull boy." He finds
time to kid around and make
mean little jokes with old and
new friends. A passion with him
are the particular arts of flytying and trout fishing. He also
indulges in table tennis.
His more amusing aspects
are brought out several times a
semester in his presentation of
"Uncle Don's Magic Show," a
number of showy, but inconsequential explosions, etc.,
demonstrating
physical
phenomena. The next one is
slated for February 23, in
Physics 1M.
If, however, you are ever in
need to talk with this man, you
should be prepared to limit your
conversation. Because of -his
restrictive time scheduling, a
long wait may be ahead of you.
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It Happened Here ...
50 years ago tbIs week
Dr. F. W. Draper of Mt. Isa Corporation in Austria addresses
Mining and Metallurgy meetings.
25 years ago tbIs week
Shirley B. reigns as St. Pat's Queen with court of 14 lovely
Maids of Honor.

15 years ago tbIs week
Diane Bowers reigns as Queen of Love and Beauty. Clyde
Vandivortis St. Pat.
5 years ago tbIs week
Katie Lee, folklorist to present her show at UMR.

THE LAST

~~'{ AME.R£C

~ HOTDOG 4~
STAND ~
Hot Dogs 34I-DOGG
Deli Sandwiches 209 W. 8th
Open Mon.-Sat.II a.m.-6 p.m.
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wDrk that Dne Qut! Receiving a
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Hindsight i_s best . ..

St. Pat's 1980
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
",

iIlli

"Shminers" march against crabgrass.
It's a bird, it's a plane, no, it's a Bagworm!!!
Beta Sig's first place cudgel.
"Now modeling the latest in laser-proof lounge wear ... "
(5) Remember those frizzy home permanents.
(6) Just how green is this girl?
(7) "Alice causes mutations? Ridiculou~"

(Photo by Schaefer)
(Photo by Schaefer)
(Photo by Schaefer)
( Photo by Phil Cook)
( Photo by Phil Cook)
(Photo by Phil Cook)
( Photo by Phil Cook)
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St. Pat's 'Run away'
By BOB KOENIG
Howdy folks, hope you enjoyed your St. Pat's twice as
much as I did (quite possible),
recovered twice as fast (['II let
you know when I'm recovered) ,
and remember at least three
times as much of what you did
(a matter [ don't want to go
into I. Anyway it's over and we
at the Miner have survived the
production of another "special"
issue.
Over the weekend some girls
from my horne town were down
and I ran around with them
some (that's none of your
business buster!!) one of them
however asked me why all the
men in Rolla grew beards over
St. Pat's and I suddenly
realized that the real reason
behind all those hairy faces,
to my knowledge anyway had
never been disclosed.
Now how can I phrase this so
no one is offended; Question :
Why did the Vikings always
wear beards? No, how about;
What is missing from this
famous quote : "There's gonna
be lots of --- in Rolla, gonna
grab some while I can."
Probably the best thing would
be to give an example of what
I'm talking about.
Sunday of this past St. Pat's
weekend I was visiting a friend
of mine at one of the local
fraternities. While we were
talking, his roommate comes
in cussing and swearing up a
storm: "You haven't seen my
razor or my shaving cream
have you. Those dirty rotten .. .must have ... " My friend
informed him that he hadn't
seen these little used items
lately, but that some of the
brothers had been in earlier

t980
Mazda 626

$6, 145
.~

~V~.
_.............

-

.

The Sport Coupe
that's got it all •••
Quick (O-SO In 9 .8 seconds). maneuverable.
incredibly comfortable, unbelievably lowRriced. Includes 5-speed overdrive Irans.
(3-spd . automatic optional) • AM/ FM stereo
radio· 60/ 40 split fold-down rear seal back .

1241

ESTIMATED33 EST.··
mpg

hwy mpg

is now available
at the dealer
that's got it all.

Jim's Motors
Of Rolla Incorporated
Pre-Owned Cars & Trucks
Hwy. 63 S. Rolla 65401
314-364-5008

Tim Chymiak
Ken Chymiak

looking for them and might
have "borrowed" them. This
pronouncement succeeded in
paralyzing his roommate for a
full five minutes as he ranted
and raved still further at his
"brothers", included in this was
a careful description of the
portrait of each of them
(descriptions which I trust are
biologically impossible I. When
he finally ran out of stearn he
sighed and in a dejected noise
said to me, "sorry I lost my
head there, but I 've just got to
get this beard 011 before
tomorrow. Since I haven't got a
razor I guess I'm just going to
have to make due with what I do
have." With that he sat down at
the table and began sharpening
his Swiss army knife on a piece
of steel. As I was about 'to turn
my attention back to my friend,
his roommate's eye fell on a
piece of paper that was laying
on his table and he asked my
friend (who I will call Bill for
S's + G'sL "Ilill, would you
mind going over the list with me
before I put it up I want to make
sure I've got it right." With this
he handed Bill ("my friend"
Bill you remember) the list. Bill
looked at the list and said,

"Well on top you've got your
name in inch high letters. under
that you 've got: II Mary, Sue, or
Elaine calls I am not in, II
Janice calls I just left school, if
Barbera or Ann calls I left a
note saying I wasn't good
enough for her and disappeared, ' if Sue Ellen calls I'm
here unless ['m not, in which
case confer to her that I'm
working at a part-time job in
order to buy her something
special; if Linda, Connie, or
Cheryl call no one with that
name has ever lived here and
tell them to try Delta Delta
down the street as it's well
known that they always try til
pass themselves 011 as one of us
in order to gain some class ; if a
girl named Terri calls and asks
for a brother John Doe Smith
send for me right a way and if
I'm not here do everything in
your power to get her phone
number or tal.k her into calling
back; if Donna, Cathy, or Vicky
calls tell them I am very sorry
about what happened and use
the old war wound excuse."
Then you've got at the bottom,
"if all else fails and you can 't
convince a girl I'm not here tell
her that you were not admitting

Ode To Midterms
Lord, grant that I may learn
to appreciate my professor's
mid-term grade of an F and
drop that course, since I
couldn 't pass it anyway.
Prepare me for the rest of the
semester, with all its little
quizzes and term papers to
tempt me to seek solace in the
almighty evils of 'alcohol, drugs
and sex.
Lord, help me to be grateful
that I have an oil-campus room
and don't have to stay at a dorm
and eat at Rayl. I am grateful
that I have bread, peanut butter
and beer to nourish my worn
body.
'
Lord, help me to be grateful
that I need not seek solace in
fast women and sloe gin. (Just
one is sufficient)
I praise your name every
Sunday and on Holy Days too. I
no longer feel the need to yell
your name at the top of my

lungs whenever something goes
wrong, for actions speak far
louder than words.
Lord, I appreciate all you've
done for me, but could I ask for
just one more thing? I mean
KMNR plays alot of records
that deal with S, D and R&R,
well [ don't even know what that
first letter is all about. Maybe
this St. Pat 's?
All in all Lord, thanks for
helping me with mid-terms this
semester and for being accepted to another school at last.
They say the black hole (i.e.
Rolla) always sucks back its
own. Well, let me get out for
awhile - OK ? I mean, I 've been
here for so long. When I was
first here the ratio was 15 to I,
now it's only 6 to I.
Please, I want to leave before
the ratio drops anymore. As a
last note - Lord keep me
forever in your eyes - and oh
yeah - AMEN .
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to my existance on my doctors
advice as I have just had a
complete breakdown and have
withdrawn to an unidentified
location. Then tell her that you
have been 'instructed to tell all
female callers to report to the
nearest public health clinic for
an examination." Bill then
looked up and said, " That's all
you have down here should I
add anything else."
After- pausing -a moment he
turned to Bill and asked what he
thought
of Delta Delta 's
proposition that they tell all
unwanted callers that they have
reached our house and then give
them our number as Delta
Delta's and that we do the same
for the callers we want to get rid
01. Bill replied that he still
prefered the old system of
telling callers that the only
Brother by that name that they
knew of was an alumnus from
S.I.U. that was visiting here
over St. Pat's weekend.
"The best part of that plan is
that we don't even have a
at
S.I.U."
Bill's
chapter
roommate then revised the list
and said something about
having to "get it up by the
telephone right away" and
started to leave. When he
reached the door however he
turned and said, "By the way
Bill, you'd better add the names

of Anita and Kim to your list as
I was pretty loaded last
Saturday and used your name
unwisely." Having said his
piece he dodged a !lying shoe
and danced out of the door.
When I turned back to Bill he
was trying to get his hair to part
on a dillerent side from normal,
and he asked me if I thought he
would look the most different if
he lost five pounds or gained
ten .
As I left a short time later I
noticed an advertisement for
clear lens glasses guaranteed to
alter you appearance placed
directly above a sign-up sheet
for group rates on contact
lenses posted on the billboard
along with lists similar to Bill's
roommates. Qown the hall 'one
of the other brothers was explaining to an attentive group
about how he shaved his head.
I realize that the common
rumors have always maintained that growing a beard for
St. Pat's 'was a tradition
started even before the Board
began it's activities, designed to
celebrate the day. It is, however, common knowledge that
necessity is the mother of invention and common sense tells
us that it requires much less
time to remove a beard from
ones face, than it requires to
grow one.
,,',

QUALITY CLEANERS
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED

108 W. 7th Street Rolla, Mo. 65401

NOON BUFFET-ll:30-1:30
Also Tuesday Night, 5-8 p.m.
All the Pizza,
Soup and Salad
You Can Eat Only
Jet. 63 &

$2.69

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

: PSYCHE OUT! :
t
t

With Your Own

Psyche Out Cartoon Glass

t
t

f

Available March 20th thru 27th at

f

f

Student Center Cafeteria

f

,

Watch For Our Display

,

,
"CHECK IT OUT" ,
,
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a
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In Norwood Hall
·The Department of Geology
and
Geophysics
mineral
museum, located on the 2nd
floor of Norwood Hall, is said to
be "one of the most complete of
its kind in Missouri," according
to the Graduate Bulletin. On a
sheet passed out by that
department, the museum is
said to contain "spectacular
mineral specimens." But no
mention has yet been made of
the increasingly deteriorating
condition of the museum itself.
Every snowfall, for the past two
winters, has caused a deluge of
melted snow to cascade down
the inside wall. "It's just
awful," said Kathy Mattison, a
secretary to the department.
She is one of the few persons
that seem to care. She has made
calls to every conceivable office
to remedy the situation, even
the
chancellor's,
but
the

SPI,

plodding wheels of bureaucracy
take their own slow tim!'!. The
damage
already
done
is
shocking. The walls are peeling,
the floor is warped, and the
plaster on the ceiling has fallen
through in several places. Also,
the Cloud Physics lab just below
is in danger of succumbing to
the menace of dripping water.
I think il's time that an
outcry was made to halt this
senseless damage. If roused,
I'm sure the B&G men could
repair the roof in a matter of
just a few hours (well, maybe
days). Perhaps if attention is
drawn to this dilemma, some
unknown pencil pusher will
make sure justice is done, and,
some glorious day we'll finally
be able to say, Who was tnat
masked roof repairman ?" , our
only clue a silver p!~ clip.

A=:~:' D Su';plies
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loorp?~~~~I~~~~ ~~~~~~581 ,I

NORTH FORK RIVER· MARK TWAIN FOREST
CANOES· KAYAKS· CAMPING· FISHING · RELAXING
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Water Damage

student 's attention on tll.e part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor

Groundwaves
St. Pat's 1980 is dead and
certainly
not
gone,
but
forgotten .
Who can forget the Extravaganza and the games with
the new "unofficial " events
such as the hop, skip, and slip
and the fifteen meter girlfriend
and beer carry. Or, how about
the girls bat race. Great fun ,
huh ?
By far though, the highlight of
the weekend began at six p.m .
and ended eight hours and some
odd minutes later. I'm talking,
of course, about The Beatles.
Dave Obermann did a superb
job of presenting John, Paul,
George; and Ringo. Maybe we
could make Dave an honorary
member and change it to the
FabFive.
And what about those former
jocks who showed up? Dennis
Lammert and Henry Silver to
name just a couple. Who? ??
Why none other than Harpo and
Ward. KMNR lost two of the
best when those guys left.
Then there was the offiCial
KMNR entry in the parade. You
remember, the brown car, with
Frank Zappa plastered on the
hood, full of strange looking
people throwing assorted junk
into the crowd.
Now with the passing of
another St. Pal's, we the staff
and management of KMNR are
now back to normal - sort of.
Once again it's time to hit the
books. But take heart, Spring
break is on I.\' two weeks away.

H prp is what 's

•••

tap for the
next week on your favorite
radio station: Kiss My Naked
Radio.
(In

TOnight:
The GDebs Request Show
with a requested album side at
7:00.
On Improvisations at midnight :
Joanne
Brecheen,
"Keyed In".

Friday:
Smilin' Jim will feature
assorted cuts from the new
Good Rats album , " Live At
Last".

Sunday:
8:00 on Blues For Rolla,
"Blues Project ".
On Quadra Jazz, Ronnie
Hayward will feature "Heart
String" by Klugh at midnight.

Monday :
The Rolling Bozo Revue
presents Pink Floyd's "Meddle " at midnight.

Tuesday:
Tim Bass wilJ bring you three
hours of Deep Purple starting at
10 :00.

Wednesday:
UFO's " No Place to Run" at
nine in the morning with Ric
Davis.
The Bluegrass Variety Show
Will present " Dreams" by High
Country.
At midnight, Underground
Theater will play Prism,
"Armageddon ".
Later,
John Bare

Every person bom Into this world represents
something new, something that never existed before,
something original and unique.
It Is the duty of every person ... to know ... that there
has never been anyone llke him In the world, for If
there had been anyone llke him, there would have been
no need for him to be In the world.
Every single man Is a new thing In the world and Is
called upon to fulfill his particularity In this world.
-Martin Buber, Jewish philosopher

St. Pat's
Reminiscence
I walked down the street the
other day, thinking, "It's all
over."
My
feet
kicking
thousands of beer cans made a
noise that echoed and re-echoed
to the farthest reaches of my
consciousness, a pure agony.
My gut felt as though it would
drop out at any time, a victim of
abuse. Yes, ... st. Pat's is over.
The festivities, the fun , the
grossness of it are nearly
more than one can bear
thinking of. It makes you
almost relieved, but still a
wistful sadness lingers. st.
Pal's is over. But, no need
worry, another shall come and,
meanwhile I 'll put this one 's
memory away as an owed
remembrance , along with my
others ( like the vain freshman
attempts to escape the evil
greencoatsJ. Perhaps in the
future I shall be called upon to
- deliver my remembrances, in
perhaps a more Plutarch ian
age, and, and I speak my wise
words, they 'll say "<This guy
has definitely flipped . Let's put
him into retirement! . " Still, the
fact remains. St. Pat's is over.
You know what, though ? I don't
care if St. Pat's is over! ..Next
year will be even better I And,
' til then , I 'm gonna have fun
anyway! ! How 'bout you?

B&L OFFICE MACHINES, INC.

TRADE·IN
YOUR
SPEEDING
TICKET

Sales Service

ON A NEW ...

El·506Fuil featured scienlific calculator with 3-key in·
dependent memory system . • lO-digil liquid crystal d isplay .3 key

HI- PERFORMANCE
SPEED
RADAR DETECTORS

w

w

w
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Model

independent memory -One touch percent and square root keys

-

·Automatic Power ·Off (A . P.O .) prolongs ballery life .Performs
hyperbol ic , polar coordin at es , time conversions -Constant (K ) and

reciproca l -3 levels of parentheses/ 4 pending
operations -Includes w all et case and batteries .

Across from Hillcrest Shopping
Center 364·4100
M

M

M

"

"

S HARP

,.

Of.(e
0oC:1nd CeQterv
1008 Pine St

Rolla, MO.

364·7715
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UMR Black Culture Week
March 24 thru 29, 1980
Monday: March 24, 1980
Movie-Men of Bronze
St. Pat's Ballroom -7 p.m.
Tuesday: March 25, 1980
UMR Jazz Ensemble
Mr. Tom Ruess, director
Centennial Hall-8 p.m.
Wednesday : March 26,1980
Presentation: Senator Julian Bond
Centennial Hall-7:30p.m.
Thursday: March 27, 1980
Talent Show
St. Pat's Ballroom-7:30 p.m.
Friday: March 28, 1980
Smoot Family Singers
Mr. Ernest Smoot, Sr. Director
St. Pat's Ballroom-7:30 p.m.
Saturday: March 29, 1980
Fifth Annual Banquet and Fashion Show Holiday Inn4p.m.
Third Annual Ball (semi-formal) Holiday Inn-9 p.m.
Speaker: Mr. Leonard Martin of Southwestern Bell

(

Classified

J

t>. re ~our school lees increasing? Are other sc'hool costs a major concern?
No one likes the impact 01 INFLATION . What have you planned " Consider a .
grant or a NO·interest loan. Write wr brochure. 53.UO. 25 cents lur postage &
handlIng. Check or money order payable to : Edward E. Harris En·
3470 North Meridian . No. t t t. Dept. X·30 ; Indianapolis. Indiana 41)208.
1978 Blazer 4·wheel drive. lockout hubs. 4·speed. manual. s tereo. IUxl5
tires. good gas mileage. excellent condition. $6.600 not lirm . 364·9972 ask lor
Kent. Room 7Walterti p.m.
WANTED : Riders to New England·New York area . ~'or spring break . ~'or
more inlormation call 364·3808.
To Mark Dunlap :
Sorry I missed your 2tst birthday . I still like your smile. Hope it was
happy!
• Dennis D. and Kevin I. - We hope you enjoyed St. Pat's as much as we did
.
.
we really needed it I Thanks a lot.
. Holiday Inn
Happy 2Ist.Birth9ay. Janice!

The
Black
American
Heritage is both . dynamic and
progressive. It has had an interesting and profound impact
on the lives of Americans as
weli as peoples abroad. Yet
many people are not aware of
the fiber which makes up the
Black Heritage - fiber which
continually plays a part in our
lives.
The Association for Black
Students consequently, serves
the purpose of building unity
among black students and of
promoting
understanding
between blacks and the community at large. In an effort to
fulfill its purpose, the ABS is
sponsoring a Culture Week
from March 24-~ , 1980. This
year marks the tenth year
ABS has sponsored a Black
Culture Week . The first one was
in 1971 , and there's been one
every year since.
This year ABS is proud to
announce the appearance of the
notable Senator Julian Bond on
Wed., March 26 of Black
Culture Week . Sen. Bond 's
presentation will take place at
Centennial Hall, 7:30 p.m ., and
is free to the public. ABS is
particularly honored to have

HELP
1
~~~::~~~:y~~ers~i:~~:~i::~1~~ ,I WANTED
Bond's outstanding struggle
against civil rights and human

pearance at the Democratic
National Convention in Chicago
in 1968.
Black Culture Week - 1980
promises to be entertaining
while at the same time informative. All events are free to
the public except the banquet. If
you have any questions call E.
Smoot 341-4135. Banquet tickets
will be available from 9 a.m .-3 .
p.m. March 24-28 at the
University Center.
NOTE :
Sen.
Bond 's
presentation is supported by a
grant
from
the
Missouri
Committee for the Humanities,
a state-based arm of the
National Endowment of the
Humanities, Inc.

364-5432

Open 9·9 Mon.·Sat.

Part time work on Campus.
No sales or solicitation.

$3.50/hour.

Call Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Collect at (314) 878-6262.
Ask for Susan
c;£~.. .

THEy'RE THE
SONG OF LOVE
Tell her you care with these
14K yellow gold lovebird
earrings, and our matching
pendant, with diamonds.
Lovebirds , designed by
Jewelmont .. , truly a gift of
real affections .

The Devil's
Alternative
$12.95
Viking

~!'1lJO

New Office of UMR's
Director of Public Relations

~~~!~r
~aOrnr~e~~~~~n~tea;~~~~
broken, we acknowledge Sen.

Fredrick
Forsyth said
he'd never write
another. But so
compelling was
this high-tension
thriller that,
lucky for us, he
had to change
his mind. The
Devil's
Alternative is his
best and biggest
in every way.

Forum Plaza
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715 Pine Street
Rolla. MO

364-2142
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MUSIC AS A DISEASE
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:'1, ..

equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a
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DELICIOUS MEXICAN
FOOD
Mexico City Style
Steaks-Sandwiches
Now Serving
SOPAIPILLAS
Closed Mondays
Hwy . 63 S. Rollo
364-1971
---~ -.

--

c~
Boots on Sale for

$12
LIMITED SUPPLY

Reg. $15-$18

Starts Thursday, March 13

J & L Shoe
Store
364-6340

They don 't call it "Mood
Music" for nothing '. Although
well aware that some types of
music do set my nerves on edge,
while others cause a seemingly
blissful state, I hadn't realized
the full extent of the power that
music has over us. You see,
according to a couple recent
magazine articles, different
types of music can cause abrupt
mood fluctuations (in humans,
as opposed to laboratory rats
given 10 times the average
human dose >. For example, the
right (or wrong, rather) music
turn that harmless
could
campus Nerd we all laugh at
into an irritable, malicious,
violent, juvenile delinquent. Or,
worse yet, a shy , quiet, innocent
UMR co-ed could turn into a
lascivious, lecherous. sex-fiend ,
full of uninhibited depravity.
Music does have power over
us. When I play country, my
sister wants to tear her hair out.
When she plays current rock
releases, I want to tear her hair
out. (She loses either way.)
Really, though, I never thought
seriously about the power of
music until I found myself
waltzing the grocery cart to
Kroger's Muzak, and piling up
an unwanted mountain of
Cheerios to a 1-2-3, 1-2-3 rhythm .
Don't laugh! Old Plato even
realized the Commies were
behind
it
all.
In
THE
REPUBLIC he said : "the introduction of a new kind of
music must be shunned as
imperilling the. whole State;
since styles of music are never
disturbed without affecting the
most important political institutions. "
And Aristotle realized that
music has the power to form
character. It can, for example,
work in the directions of
melancholy,
effeminacy,
abandonment,
self-control,
enthusiasm, etc. More recently,
many of the brawls at jazz
festivals
are
blamed
by
psychologists on the type of
music played. One British
composer states that jazz
closely resembles the music of
primitive savages, with its
harsh ear-splitting percussion
and its intoxication. The syncopated rhythm produces a
hyper-excitement of the nerves
and a loosened power of selfcontrol , he says. In experiments, jazz has made
subjects tense and irritable,
and has found to "arouse baser
instincts in an emotionally
insecure person ."
But not only jazz ! One
author ity claims th at rock is '
potenti all y dangerous, helping
to spawn a nation of neuroti cs

and juvenile delinquents. This
is because the modern rhythms
go against the body's natural
rhythm , leading to a state of
emotional tension and body
hysteria. Dr. Diamond. author
of YOUR BODY DOESN 'T LIE,
"claims that certain rock songs
can cause temporary loss of up
to two thirds of the body 's
muscular strength as measured
by muscle testing." The music
contains
two
short beats
followed by one loud, long one:
di, di , DAH . This is the opposite
of the body 's rhythm pattern _
blood moving through blood
vessels goes DAH, di, di. the
heart goes DAH, di. rest. When
confronted with an unnatural,
rhythm, the body goes bonkers.
You can lose muscle strength.
become
disoriented,
can
develop perceptual problems.
You might feel irritated,. even
have minor sexual problems!
But in spite of my mother's
insistence that all modern
music is part of a Communist
Plot, not all music is bad. (Yea
country! ).
Some music can soothe : for
example, lullabies, ballads.
Loud music will mess up the ole
ear-drum, but being loud, will
keep your mind off your

troubles. Rapid, repetitious
drum
beats
heighten
suggestibility
and
make
listeners open to suggestion in
group actions. Music in dentists' offices and hospitals has
analgesic effect - if you listen
to the music, you aren 't concentrating on pain and fear. and
thus suffer less from them.
I particularly liked this: "The
evidence of these psychiatrists
and
trained
investigators
deserves attention, pointing as
it does a damning finger of guilt
at modern music in its more
destructive forms. " Just think!
Music as a destructive force!
How about, along with fines for
drunk driving, there are fines
for driving while listening to
"destructive music." No longer
" The Devil made me do it." but
rather, " The Music made me do
it. " Instead of dropping nuclear
bombs, maybe we should
threaten with radios. And get
revenge! Play jazz while your
"enemy " studies for a physics
test. Or, one application of
practical
destructiveness:
remember Joshua's account of
how the walls of Jericho tumbled due to music? Let's try
Parker Hall. Anybody play
trumpet?

***************************** *.
*
E Ray's Canoe Rental !
! Float the Upper Meramec E
*
Wit
· h us.
*
!*
We are less than 30 min. away.
!*
** 2 milesPhone
east of Meramec Springs on Hwy. 8
*
or write for reservations.
*
* Rt. l Box 277 Steelville, Mo. 341-775-5697 !
*
********************************
~

ENGINEERS
Gulf .Oil Corporation, a major energy company,
has Job openings for all types of graduating
engineers who are interested in building a career
in crude oil and gas prodUCing operations.
Duties include drilling, equipment installation
and maintenance, subsurface reservoir studies
economic evaluation of producing properties w'ell
stimulation and reconditioning, and enhanced oil
recovery operations.
~ndivi~ual development courses will be provided ,
Including outstanding oil and drilling instruction.
Positions are located in Gulf Coast, Mid-Continent,
Rocky Mountain, and West Coast areas. Excellent
employee benefits.

Applicant must be U.S. citizen or hold a
permanent resident visa.

Shaft

Busch on Tap
1107 Pine
36~"3U
Rolla. Miliourl

Open 1 p.m.-l a.m. doily

Hot Sandwiches • Hot Chili Made Daily

@

Please send resume and transcript to:

G U If
~
~

J. R. ligon. J,.
GULF OIL EXPLORATION
& PRODUCTION COMPANY
Sec. E. P.O. Drawer 2100
Houston, TX 77001

An Equal Opportunity Employer MI F

UMR Baseball

Miners Warm Up In Florida
By JOHN CROW
The Miner baseball team
returned to Rolla last weekend
after competing in their spring
tournament in Florida. For
Coach Broyles and the team it
proved to be a learning experience because the games did
not count against UMR's
conference record and it was
the first time this year the
entire team played or practiced
together due to inclement
weather and conflicting class
schedules of the players.
Although the team won I and
lost 5 of the slated 7 inning
games, it gave Coach Broyles a

good chance to see his squad
respond
to
actual
game
situations. The fact that the
Miners were outscored only 1715 gives some indication of how
close the first four games were .
But against Florida State
University the Miners were
beaten 18-3 and 13-0. This can be
attributed to the fact that UMR
is a NCAA Division II team and
Florida State is a major
powerhouse in the NCAA
Division I class competition . It
should be noted that there were
several Major League scouts
present to watch Florida State
because of the fine caliber of
ballplayers
this
team

Outdoor Track
By GERRY GOEKE
The UMR Track Team closed
out their indoor season two
weekends ago. competing in the
MIAA Conference Indoor Track
Meet at Central Missouri State.

They will open up the outdoor
season next weekend. as they
travel to Mississippi State for
the Delta State Relay s on
March
29. Their outdoor
schedule is as follows:

possesses.
In the first game against
Marietta. the Miners were
beaten 1-0 in extra innings. Jeff
Walters started the game as
pitcher for UMR and left after
seven innings with the score
tied (}-O. Ron Fisher got the loss
after relieving Jeff Walters as
Marietta scored one run in the
bottom of the ninth inning.
In the second game. Joe
Feldman of UMR picked up the
victory as the Miners pounced
on Valpariso and walked away
with a 6-1 win . In the third game
it was UMR and Marietta going
at it head to head once again
with Marietta coining out on top

Softball Leagues
Men's
DlvtslonI
League I
League II
SigNu
Wesley
PhiKap
Tech Engine
Theta X i
TJHA
Triangle
ABS

1980 Track Schedule
March 29
April 5
April 12
April 15
April 23-24
May 2-3

Delta State Relays
Mississippi State
PrinCipia Invitational
Elston, 111.
Tri-Meet : Wayne State Edwardsville. 111.
SIU -Edwardsville
Lincoln U . Quad Meet
Jefferson City. Mo.
SMSU Relays
Springfield. Mo.
MIAA Conference Meet Cape Girardeau. Mo.

6-2'. The Miners ' Dan Nower
received the loss for this game.
The Valpariso got their r evenge
in the fourth game by beating
Rolla 9-7 as Steve Phegley
picked up his first loss appearing in relie f.
Finally, the M iners met up
with some competition that was
a little bit over their heads in
the name of Florida State
University. In the first game,
Jeff Walters started and got
the loss as the Miners were
downed 18-3. The second game
proved to be no better than the
first for the Miners as they were
shut out 13-0. In this game, Joe
Feldman started for the Miners

Sports

Sig E p
GDI
PiKA
Campus Club
SigPi
TK E
Mates
KappaSig

Thursday, March 20, 1980
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Division II

League I

League II

Lambda Chi
Delta Sig
KA
CCH
Delta Tau
BSU
CSA

and picked up the loss.
Although the Miners proved
to be no match for Florida
State, they were very much in
the thick of things in the first
four games. This was evidenced
by some fine per formances at
bat·fr om Rick Fuerman who hit
at a .308 clip with I home run
and Gary Runge who had a .313
average for the tournament.
Calvin Horhn also smacked a
home run while batting .m .
The Miners next game will be
against
George
Williams
college here in Rolla on Friday,
March 21 at 1: 00 p.m .

RHA
Beta Sig
SigTau
AEPi
ZTA
FELA '
ABS
Acacia
WHA
Manor Inn

Women's

A WS
Chi O
KD
Crescents
Starduster s

UMR Intramural Softball Schedule
6: 00
7: 00
8:00
9:00

UMR-Nor th
*AWS vs. MSRA
*WHA vs. Star
L ambda Chi vs. CSA
KA vs. Delta Ta u

UMR-South
*kD vs _TJHA
*ZTA vs . ABS
RHA vs. Manor Inn
Sig Tau vs . FELA

Ber Juan-North
Sig Nu vs. ABS
Wesley vs. Tr iangle
Delta Sig vs . BSU
Phi Kap vs . TJHA

Ber Juan-South
Sig Ep vs. K ap Si g
GDI vs. Mates
Beta Sig vs . Acacia
P iKAvs. TKE

Mar ch 24

6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00

CSA vs. Delta Tau
KA vs . CCH
Wesley vs. Theta Xi
Phi K ap vs. Tech Eng

Manor Inn vs . FELA
Sig Tau vs . AEPi
GDI vs . Sig Pi
PiKA vs . Campus

Tech Eng vs. Theta Xi
Lambda Chi vs . BSU
Sig Nu vs . Triangle
ABSvs . TJHA

Campus vs. Sig Pi
RHA vs . Acacia
Sig Ep vs . Mates
Kappa Sig vs. TKE

March 25

6: 00
7:00
8:00
9:00

* A WS vs . Star
*ZTA vs . Crescents
ABS vs. Wesley
RHAvs. FELA

*WHA vs . Chi 0
*KD vs . ABS
Kappa Sig vs. GDI
CSA vs . CCH

L ambda Chi vs . Delta Tau
Sig Nu VS . Theta Xi
Delta Sig vs. KA
TJHA vs . Tech Eng

Manor Inn vs. AEPi
Sig Ep vs. Sig Pi
Beta Sig vs . Sig Tau
TKE vs . Campus

March 26

. 6:00
7:00
8:00

Tri angle VS. Theta X i
Delta Tau VS . CCH
BSU vs. KA

Triangle VS. Phi Kap
Sig Nu vs . TJHA
CSA vs . Delta Si g

GDI vs .'PiKA
Sig Ep vs . TKE
Manor Inn vs . Beta Sig

Ma r ch 27

6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00

· Star vs. Chi 0
" MSRA vs . WHA
TJ HA vs. Wesley
Ma tes vs. K appa Sig

* ABS VS. Cr escents
"TJHA vs . ZTA
TKEvs. GDI
Triangle vs . ABS

ABS vs. Tech Eng
Sig Nu vs . Tech Eng
Wesley vs . Phi Kap
Theta Xi vs . Phi Kap

Kappa Sig vs . Campus
Sig Ep vs . Campus
Mates vs . PiKA
Sig Pi vs. PiKA

Mar ch 31

6:00
7:00
8:00
9: 00

T J HA vs . T r iangle
Lambda Chi VS . CCH
Delta Tau vs. Delta Sig
FEL A vs . Beta Sig

TKE vs . Mates
RHAvs . AEPi
BSU VS. CSA
Acac ia VS . Manor Inn

Sig Nu VS . Phi Kap
Tech Eng vs. Wesley
Theta X i vs. ABS

Sig Ep vs . PiKA
Campus vs. GDI
Sig Pi vs . Kappa Sig

Aprill

6: 00
7: 00
8:00
9: 00

*A WSvs. Chi 0
' Star vs . MSRA
L ambda Chi vs . KA
CCH vs. Delta Sig

*KD vs. Crescents
*ABSvs. TJ HA
RHA vs. Sig Ta u
AEPi vs . Beta Sig

Sig Nu vs . Wesley
Phi Kap VS. ABS
Tech E ng vs. Triangle
Theta Xi vs. l'JHA

SigEp-GDI
P iKA vs. Kappa Sig
Ca mpus vs. Mates
Sig Pi vs. TKE

6:00
7: 00
8: 00
9: 00

"Chi 0 vs. MSRA
' KD VS . ZTA

'Crescenls VS . l'J HA
*AWSvs . WHA

Lambda Chi vs . Delta Sig
RHA vs . Bel a Sig
Della Ta u vs . BSU
CCH vs . BSU

Apr il 3

April 14

Apri l 15

Mar ch 20

Rain Da le

Mates vs . Sig Pi
. FELA vs . AEP i
Acacia vs . Sig Tau

Rai n Da le

Rain Date

KA vs. CSA
Sig Tau vs. Manor Inn
. Acacia vs. AEPi
AcaCia vs. FELA
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equation . The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a

student's attention on tll..e part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
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Miners Sign Five More Prepsters
SOURCE: OPI
The University of MissouriRolla football staff has announced the signings of five
more players to letters-of-intent
for 1980.
Heading the list is Kurt
Pfltzinger, a 6-foot-I , 200-pound
linebacker from St. Louis
(Webster Groves 1. The rugged
Pfitzinger played for the state
champion Statesmen last year
and helped lead them to a 12-1
record .
" He has very good size, and
we think he has the ability to do
a good job for the Miners,"
Finley said. " He is coming from
a very fine football program, so
he should be sound fundamentally. "
Pfitzinger is the third brother
in his family to attend UMR but
will be the first to play football
for the Miners.
The Miners also signed Tony
Chapman, a 5-foot-II, 200-pound .
linebacker from Heath, Ky .

d:i!

Ii'Ii'"

"Tony covers the field real
well and has great striking
power," said UMR assistant
coach Bud Mercier. "He is a
versatile player who can go
both ways, as he also played
tight end in high school. "
Paul Bullman, a defensive
back from Brandon, Miss., also
has signed a letter-of-intent.
The
5-foot-IO,
165-pound
Bullman is the grandson of
former
Miner coach
and
athletic director Gale Bullman.
"He is a very emotional
player who runs well and has a
real knack for the ball ."
Mercier commented . " We are
hopeful he will turn into a good
defensive back for us. "
Another St. Louis-area player
also will soon wear a Miner
uniform. as Affton High School
prepster Nino MascaIco will be
attending UMR.

High School. The 6-foot-3. 195pounder is from Mound City.
Mo.. and was one of the be~i
tackles in the area.

offensive
tackle.
and
the
coaching staff is impressed by
his size and quickness.

ability and real quick feet. and
he handles himself real well on
the field."

Martinez was named SecondTeam All-State last year as an

"We feel Rocky could become
a fine defensive end as well."
Finley said. "He has good

More signees are expected to
be announced soon.

GRADUATING
ENGINEERS:

Sign up now for a
look at one of the
years best job offers
We offer civilian career opportunities that stress immediate "hands-on"
responsibility-your chance for recognition, reward and professional
growth right from the start.
Mare Island is an engineer's kind of world. We're the third largest active
naval shipyard in the U.S. and the West Coast's oldest and best known
naval institution.
And, we're located in one of the world's best places to live and work-the
heart of Northern California! San Francisco is just a bay away . . . the
famous wine country is right next door... and sailing or skiing are as close
as next week-end! To get complete information, contact your placement
office and sign up now for an interview.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

MARCH 21, 1980

The 5- 1001-11 , 1!l3-pounder
was a fullback and linebacker
in high s ~hool . though the Miner
coaching staff foresees him as
primarily a linebacker at UMR.
" He is a very tough player
with
excellent
lateral
movement," Finley said. "He
seems to be a very impressive
player."

MARE ISLAND NAVAL SHIPYARD
Vallejo, California
An Equal Opporhmlty Employer

U. S_CItizenshiP Requlnd

Coach Mercier added : " With
all of the young linebackers we
have lined up, it will be a very
interesting situation to see how
they line up on the depth chart.
" All are quality players so it
will be a good problem to see
who will do the best job ."
The final pl ayer signed was
Rocky Martinez of Holt County

EDITOR NOTE: This now
brings the number of signees to
II. Previous players were : Tom
Nifong. Terry Nifong. Mike
Schaefer. Rusty Baehr. Wes
Ogden and Mike Bonnell.

